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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was conducted in order to give a clearer vision toward the possibility of 
opening a master program in E-Business at the Palestine Polytechnic University 
(PPU) with the collaboration of Maastricht School of Management (MSM) in 
Holland. 
This study is based on the market study of PPU' s environment. It is also followed by 
the PPU's infrastructure study, which is concerned with the PPU's ability to open 
and run the master program and the IT professional diploma program. in order to 
have the best results we used three forms of questionnaire. 

The first questionnaire targeted the possible customers (students) of the master 
program. This segment is divided into three smaller segments in our analyses. First 
the PPU's 3rd and 4th year students of majors such as IS, IT and Contemporary 
business administration. The second segment is the Hebron university students of 
management, computer science and the related fields. Only 3" and 4" year students 
were targeted. 
The third segment is the working graduates, who are willing to continue their study 
toward a master degree whom is bank employees, employees working at national 
institutions ... etc. 

The second questionnaire targeted the PPU' s teachers. This questionnaire was 
mainly focused on the related majors of the E-Business master. Simply, the teachers 
who have the ability and possibility to teach that program. Teachers from colleges 
other than the college of administrative science and informatics were also targeted 
due to their long knowledge and experience in administrative issues. And they have 
a very strong background in technology. This questionnaire focused on the PPU' s 
ability to run the master program and the IT professional diploma, highlight any 
problems and barriers that makes the program difficult to run. 
The third questionnaire was targeted only to five teachers at PPU. These teachers are 
in administrative positions at PPU, they affect the decision making process at the top 
of the management level. 

These teachers hold PhD degrees, more over; they have excellent backgrounds in 
management and technological fields. The main purpose of this questionnaire is to 
investigate and quantify the PPU's abilities, strength, weaknesses ... etc. 

The research team also conducted a feasibility study for both the master program 
and the IT professional diploma. This feasibility study shows the yearly cash flow 
that PPU will earn, and the expenses that will be paid. This study is also backed by a 
marketing plan that uses the SWOT analyses, Critical Success Factors (CSF's) to 
analyze the PPU' s at different levels. 



PREFACE 

The idea of our study came after realizing that there is a very good demand on 
master programs and the IT professional education. This demand is not fulfilled in 
anyway by the local universities. So it gave us the motivation to try to give some 
help in opening these programs, and to make the vision a little bit clearer for anyone 
concerned in these programs. 

These programs are very important and demanded by the market. And these 
\programs have low competence from other universities. This gives the PPU a 
competitive advantage over these competitors. These programs are very promising, 
especially from the academic side of the study. 

These programs also enhance the students' ability to manage the day to day issues 
concerning the management of E-Business and information technology, and bridge 
the gap between the good quality of foreign education, and the local universities. 
They also enhance the PPU ability and experience in programs other than the 
bachelor programs. And also can use very good methodologies from the MSM in 
teaching strategies that can be worked also on the bachelor degree programs at PPU. 
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PPU PROFILE' 
Palestine Polytechnic University (PPU) is one of the leading polytechnic universities 
in Palestine. It was founded in 1978 by the University Graduates Union (UGU), 
which is a non-profit organization in Hebron district. 
The primary mission is to emphasize quality vocational and technical engineering 
education. This is achieved by providing students with practical knowledge to help 
them acquire an up-to-date experience directly related to their disciplines 
In addition to the two-year diploma degree, PPU has been offering a B.Sc. degree in 
a number of engineering programs since 1990. 
PPU is officially recognized by the Palestinian Ministry of Higher Education and it 
is an active member in the Rector Conference of Palestinian Universities. 
There are over 2400 students enrolled in the various areas of specialization at PPU 
during the academic year 2002-2003. 
PPU dedicates particular attention and commitment to enhance its relationship with 
the local community by identifying potential community priorities and needs. 
Therefore, it promotes certain diverse services, strategies and programs to meet 
these priorities and needs. 

Mission Statement 

"We will strive to achieve excellence in research and education in engineering 
computing, science and management to support our students to become the leaders 
of tomorrow." 

Colleges 

PPU has four main colleges. These colleges offer the following programs: 
• College of Engineering and Technology: 

Offering five-year programs leading to a B.Sc. degree in engineering. 
• College of Administrative Sciences and Informatics: 

Offering four-year programs leading to a B.Sc. degree in a various areas of 
administrative science and informatics. 
• College of Applied Science: 

Offering a four-year program leading to a B.Sc. degree in science. 
• College of Applied Professions: 

Offering a two-year program leading to an associate degree in a wide range of areas 
and specialization. 

1 http://www.ppu.edu, 25/4/2003 
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MSM PROFILE' 
MSM is accredited by the Association of the Collegiate Business School and 
Programs (ACBSP) accreditation agency and the International Assembly of 
Collegiate Business Education (IACBE) accreditation agency. MSM is also subject 
to the Inspection System of the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 
and the quality standards of the Scientific Advisory Board for International 
Education of the Netherlands. 
Why should you choose to pursue your MBA at the Maastricht School of 
Management? The global business environment of today needs executives who 
recognize global trends 
And who will be able to respond successfully to them. MSM offers programs that 
anticipate these ever-changing trends. MSM also gives its participants the 
opportunity to share their experiences with colleagues and faculty members from all 
over the world. These factors create a unique and stimulating environment in which 
the participants 'knowledge and skills are enhanced outside as well as inside the 
classroom. 

The MSM MBA provides its participants with: 

• State-of-the-art curriculum 
• Global network 
• International outlook 
• Global study potential 
• Multicultural environment 
• Enhanced career potential 

Mission and Objectives 

The Maastricht School of Management's mission is to contribute to excellence in 
global management education and practice. This mission is fulfilled through the 
design of quality educational programs embodying the needs and aspirations of the 
respective environment. The coverage is global. Efforts are being made to develop a 
balanced response between the needs of transition economies and mature market 
economies. 
Applied research is an essential activity in any school that provides management 
education, particularly at the graduate level. This applied research combined with 
global Technical assistance and consultancy support enhances the teaching 
component of the delivery process at MSM. All three activities are essential to 

'http://www.msm.nl, 4/5/2003 
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enable MSM to be the Center of Excellence in management education and practice. 
MSM aspires to be the "Center of Excellence" in professional management 
education through its MBA and PhD/DBA degree granting, executive education, 
and international consultancy programs. 
MSM's programs are directed towards the enhancement of professional competence, 
the broadening of knowledge in the field of management, and the enrichment of the 
lives and careers of those involved in the practice of management. The MSM 
management education programs could lead to a professional or academic 
recognition. 
Professional recognition is translated into the award of an Executive Diploma. 
Academic and professional recognition is embodied in the award of the Masters in 
Business Administration (MBA) degree and the Doctor of Business Administration 
(DBA) degree, while academic recognition is embodied in the Doctor in Philosophy 
(PhD) degree. Professional and recognized faculty members are the prime building 
block of MSM' s efforts. As such, MSM maintains a work environment where in the 
academic faculty can develop their professional careers in teaching, research, 
consultancy and administration. 
MSM interacts with business groupings such as Chambers of Commerce and 
business Development organizations throughout its areas of operations, to promote 
modem and effective ideas of management practice in local business communities. 

Teaching Methodology 
The training approach of MSM aims to blend lectures with experiential and active 
learning. The subjects are made up of a selection of topics with a balanced mix of 
concepts and theories, which are introduced in a practical manner. The majority of 
the faculty members of MSM have extensive business experience in their respective 
specializations. 
Since most of the participants have work experience in the business environment, 
the mutual exchange of these work-related experiences among the participating 
executives is an important part of the MBA education. Programs and courses are 
designed to use an adequate mixture of qualitative and quantitative theory and 
application. MSM's aim is to teach concepts and theories of management, to explore 
problems within management, and to show that certain techniques can be used to 
solve them. The general approach is one of lectures, problem-based learning 
exercises, case study analyses, student participation, and discussions. The majority 
of the courses taught at MSM include case studies. A case study can be a description 
of a business situation that has actually occurred or a description of typical problems 
within businesses. The purpose of using case studies is to simulate decision 
making. The case provides a vehicle for identifying problems, analyzing them, 
deriving solutions and considering how to implement them. 
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Study Groups 
The use of study groups is an integral part of the learning process at MSM, since it 
enables participants to benefit from the experiences of others. Participants are given 
the opportunity to share their ideas in a small, 
Informal group, which results in a more detailed discussion than is normally 
possible in a full class session .Study groups enhance participant involvement and 
group cooperation. Group members are carefully selected to ensure that each 
member has the maximum opportunity to learn from fellow members of 
Different cultures and work environments. The group-study approach is emphasized 
in the MBA Program because MSM considers the ability to work efficiently and 
effectively in multicultural groups an invaluable tool for managers coming from 
both industrialized and industrializing countries. Outcome Assessment of Graduates: 
•Analytical competence •Solid understanding of business •Excellent communication 
skills 
•Problem-solving skills •Ability to work in teams •Multidisciplinary understanding 

Faculty 
To maintain and guarantee the best possible quality in the different subjects of the 
MBA Program, MSM draws upon the expertise of persons with national and 
international recognition in the academic world and in industry. Institutional linkage 
programs with universities all over the world are established to assure MSM 's 
future as a "Center of Excellence." 

Design of the MBA Programs' 

The MBA Programs offered at 
MSM are dynamic and intensive. 
They reflect a policy that stresses 
contemporary specializations, 
experiential learning, optimum use 
of time, and industry-relatedness. 
The content and structure of the 
programs at MSM are continuously 
adjusted in response to the ever 
changing demands of the global 
business environment. MSM 
incorporates novel approaches in 
management which reflect its 
training philosophies. MSM 
believes that good management is 
not the result of training or 

[TE5525379I] 

~~ 

Figure ] .Modular build-up of MBA Programs 

'MBA Brochure, www.msm.nl, 25/5/2003 
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experience alone, but uses a dynamic approach to teaching, which relies heavily on 
the ability of the participants both to discover and to apply. MSM also believes that 
there is a strong cultural element in management, as well as in the way in which a 
person gains knowledge. 

Distinctive Competencies of MSM: 
• International staff 
•Multicultural environment 
•Outstanding global reputation 
•One-year MBA program 
•Contemporary curriculum 
•Global alliances 
•Accredited by ACBSP and IACBE 

Figure 1 shows the modular build-up of the MBA Programs offered at MSM. After a 
short introduction week and a week on interpersonal skills training (report writing, 
presentation skills, time and stress management, etc. ),the Program starts with the 
Foundation Segment which provides participants with a solid basis for the rest of the 
Program. The Foundation Segment is. Followed by the Integration Segment, which 
consolidates the functional base of the Foundation. During the Focus Segment, the 
participant develops expertise in a particular specialization. During the Performance 
Segment, participants are required to prepare and present a project research paper 
based on a business topic of their own choice. 

Structure and Organization 
During the Foundation and Integration Segments, courses are conducted in a highly 
structured manner. All participants are required to take the same subjects and follow 
the same timetable. During the Focus Segment, participants branch out into their 
respective specializations. Official tests, examinations and outside class assignments 
are used for the basis of assessment performance for the Foundation, Integration and 
Focus Segments. 

Foundation Segment 
The Foundation Segment of the MBA Program consists of a number of subject 
courses that develop analytical skills. These skills are required to facilitate 
absorption of the material in subsequent advanced courses. 
In addition, there are subjects which survey the functional areas of business. It is 
necessary for participants to pass the Foundation courses before they can proceed 
with the rest of the Program. 

Integration Segment 
The Integration Segment of the Program provides a framework within which all 
Foundation subjects are blended into an integrated overall combination of 
management know-how. The courses focus on Strategic Management, Management 
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Control Systems, E-commerce, Organizational Behavior and International Business 
issues that general managers need to have knowledge of in order to be effective in 
their organizations. 

Focus Segment 
In the Focus Segment of the Program, participants start to work in their particular 
specialization. The specializations offered include Accounting and Finance, 
Globalization, E-Business and Information Technology, Corporate Strategy and 
Economic Policy, and Management of Government. 

MBA Program 

E-Business and Information Technology 
E-Business is the buzzword of the late 1990 's. Beyond the hype around E-Business 
and related e-words lies the real potential of a revolution triggered by the advances 
in the Information Technology (IT) and the internet. The Focus Segment on E 
Business has been designed to provide the new generation executives with the tools, 
techniques, and insights necessary to make them key players in this revolution. 
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•Theme: Market Behavior Analysis 
(Macro-Micro-Managerial) 

-Marketing Decision-Making 
-Understanding the Economic 
Environment 

•Theme: Management of Resources 

-Creating, Structuring and Managing 
Organizations 
-Manufacturing and Service Operations 
Management 
-Financial Resources Management 

•Theme: Performance Reporting 

-Financial Accounting 
-Management Accounting 

·Theme: Performance Analysis 

-Decision-Making Tools 
-Computer Applications and Information 
Technology (Optional) 

[JraI ITS] 

•Theme-Business &Information 
Technology 

-Transforming to E-Business 
-E-Business Technology 
-Managing in E-Business Value 
Network 
-E-Business Intelligence 

[EJ©TT'®] [TS EA8SI«Te3] JOT] 

•Theme: Law and Ethics 
-Business Law 
-Business Ethics 

•Theme: Corporate Responsibilities 

-Management Control Systems 
-Electronic Commerce 

•Theme: Strategic Thinking 

-Strategy, Strategic Design and 
Strategic Behavior 
-Competing in the Global Arena 7 <3«8# l 

I.! UJ.l!..11 EKIZAATS 

Note: see the course descriptions in the appendices page. 
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Executive Education 1 

Throughout the years, MSM has acquired an extensive and diversified experience 
with regard to management styles and practices. It endeavors to transfer this 
experience through the development of short-term postgraduate executive training 
programs. 
Based on the mission of PPU and the PPU's vision toward a developed and educated 
community, the PPU prepared a tailored made executive education course to meet 
the requirements of the local community. The course has the title of IT professional 
diploma that is at least of 32 units each unit with 10 hours. 
The applying students must be holding a high school certificate (TAWJIHI) and 
have good background in computer applications and skills and good English 
language. 
The courses that will be taught in the program are as follows: 

Course Percent 
Computer skills and tools 70% 
Marketing 10% 
Project management 10% 
Small business and accounting 10% 

The table shows that 70% percent of the total courses provided in the diploma 
should be computer related courses dealing with computer issues such as 
programming, maintenance, operating systems ... etc. 
The remaining 30% percent is divided equally between marketing subjects, project 
management subjects and small business and accounting subjects. 

1 Mr. Ayman Sultan, Continuing 
education department, 3/6/2003 
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EVALUATION OF THE PPU CAPABILITIES 

In order to have a clear idea about the PPU ability to run these programs, we should 
study and analyze the PPU capabilities. 
The Evaluation of the PPU Capabilities will be categorized of the following three 
categories: 

Lectures: 
In order to evaluate the lecturers capabilities as a part of the PPU infrastructure that 
will directly contribute to the success of the new programs, the Research team 
targeted a 26 Lecturers at the PPU, 6 of them have a PhD Degree and 14 have 
Master Degree and 6 have Bachelor Degree. And their results were as shown in the 
figures (see the questionnaire in the appendices page: 65). 

Figure (1): Lecturers Published Papers & Workshops (Degree) 

Puplished Papers WorkShops 

DPHd 
DD] Master 

D Bachelor 

Figure (1) Indicates that 83% of the Lecturers have PhD Degree have published 
papers, while 36% of the lecturers have Master Degree have published papers. As 
Also figure (1) shows that 100% of the lecturers have PhD and 78% of the lecturers 
have Master Degree and 68% of the Lecturers have Bachelor Degree participated in 
workshops and conferences related to their major. That indicates that 80% of the 
lecturers did participate in a workshops or conferences related to their major. 
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Figure (2): Lecturers Published Papers 
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As figure (2) shows that 38% of the lecturers have a published papers where 62% of 
them don't have any published papers. 

Figure (3): Lecturers Workshops 

Yes No 

[p Lecurers ()] 

Figure (3) indicates that 80% of the PPU lecturers attended and participated in 
workshops related to their field of study. 
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Figure (4): Computer Knowledge 
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From figure (4) we notice that: 66% of the Lecturers with PhD degree have excellent 
computer skills and 34% have very good skills. 43% of the lecturers with Master 
Degrees have excellent computer skills and 43% have very good shills and 14% 
have good skills. And we also see that 66% of the lecturers with bachelor degrees 
have excellent computer skills and 34% have very good skills. 

Figure (5): Internet Knowledge 

70 ---------------~ 
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Figure (5) shows that 66% of the lecturers who have PhD Degrees have Excellent 
Internet Knowledge and skills and 34% have very good knowledge. 43% of the 
Master Degrees lecturers have excellent skills and 43% have very good skills and 
7% have good knowledge and 7% have fair Internet skills. 
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Figure (6): Lecturers Welling to Participate in E-Learning 
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Yes No 

As shown in figure (6) 85% of the lecturers indicate that they are welling to 
participate in the E-Learning if needed in either of the two programs while 15% 
don't want to participate. 

Figure (7): Lecturers Opinion toward opening Master Program 

100 
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20 
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Yes No 
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85% of the lecturers supports the opening a Master degree in the E-Business and 
information Technology in the PPU in association of MSM and they show their 
willingness to support the program. While 15% don't support the idea as shown in 
figure (7). 
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Figure (8): Lecturers opinion Toward PPU readiness to open Master Program 
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Figure (8) indicates that 20% of the lectures think that PPU is ready to open such a 
program while 80% of them don't think that PPU is ready. That is due to the 
following reasons: 

• The shortage in the lecturers that holds PhD degrees related to the Master 
program. 

• The PPU' s library is good and suitable for the bachelor degree programs but 
not for the master programs that needs the scientific research work ground. 

• The infrastructure needs improvements. 
• The communication and the interaction with the industrial and commercial 

sector is week. 

Figure (9): Lecturers Opinion toward opening Diploma Program 
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Figure (9) clarifies that 96% of the lecturers support the idea of opening IT 
professional Diploma in the PPU. And 4% does not support that .. 
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Figure (10): Lecturers opinion Toward PPU readiness to open Diploma Program 

Yes No 

[pLecurers () ] 

Figure (10) shows that 96% of the lecturers think that PPU is ready and well 
equipped to open the IT professional Diploma. And 4% of them don't think so. 

The Information Technology Structure and Laboratories: 

In order to have a better knowledge and a clear vision about the PPU's ability, the 
research team studied the IT infrastructure of the PPU. 
The Information Technology Center networks, equipment and computing resources 
are owned by the PPU and are provided primarily to support the academic and 
administrative functions of the University. 
Different computer Labs are available for the academic programs and courses 
offered by different colleges and departments at PPU. One computer for each 
student in each lab session is the strategy of the center. This guarantees a highly 
qualified training for a required academic task. Other labs are also available for free 
usage including Internet labs. 
All computers in all labs are connected through a high speed 10/100 Mps Local 
Area Network (LAN) in each location of PPU campus. All locations in the campus 
are connected through a Wide Area Network (WAN) through leased lines. 
The whole PPU network is connected to the Internet through 3 different sources of 1 
Mbps total speed. This is facilitated using digital leased lines and satellite 
connections. 
Staff and students are allowed to use these resources from inside special internet 
labs in each location of PPU campus. Also a dedicated Dial-up system of 4 El lines 
( 120 Analog/ISDN telephone channels) capacity can be accessed by all PPU clients. 
(Only 60 of them are active currently). 
And many other hardware and software resources are available to be accessed by 
PPUusers. 
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Internet and Information Network 
Computer and Information Technology Center CITC manage a large Information 
Network. All computers at the university including computer labs are connected 
through a high speed I 0/100 Mbps LAN in each location of PPU campus which are 
also connected with 256 kbps WAN connections. In each location there is a server 
room to administer the networking services such as e-mail, network directories and 
PPU website. 
CITC also designed and implemented networks for other functional departments 
which are distributed all over campuses. 

PPU have three lines of internet connections through leased lines each with 512 
kbps with a total of 1.5 Mbps. The three sites as explained in the figure below are 
connected via private leased lines used to form a backbone ring of connections to 
access resources internally from any site to another which helps us in replicating 
information between sites and servers. 

So staff and students are allowed to use these internet resources from inside special 
internet labs in each location of PPU campus. Also a dedicated Dial-up system of 4 
El lines (120 Analog/ISDN telephone channels). 
Each employee and student has a private account used to log to the network, access 
internet, and use e-mail. The employee username could be any name of his chosen, 
but the username for students is the university number given by the Registration 
Office. 

Computer and Internet Labs: 

CITC manages and maintains more than 400 computers distributed over ten labs and 
offices. These computers are connected through a high speed 10/100 Mbps Local 
Area Network (LAN) in each location of PPU campus. 

Distribution by user type 

Students 2300 345 
Facul Members 130 30 -------+-----+-------4 Administrative Staff and special 30 45 
units 
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Distribution of computers by geographical location 

[Gr=i@]) DI!IIE1So 
Is 
250 
1000 
400 
20 

TEEfIef] 
~ 
50 
210 
150 
10 

Student Laboratories: 
All Labs are networked and have internet access 

~~ ~ ~ [IT7ASS] [2SI1SITS] 
Staff ALL 75 Personal computer 13 
PC 1 CAP 25 PC Applications & 1 

Programming 
PC2 CAP 25 PC Applications & 1 

Programming 
PC3 CAP 35 PC Applications & 1 

Programming 
AL-BAYRONI CET 40 PC Applications & 1 

Programming 
AL-KHA W ARIZMI CET 40 PC Applications & 1 

Programming 
PC4 / CASI 35 PC Applications & 1 

Programming 
Multimedia lab CASI 45 PC Applications & 1 

Multimedia 
Microprocessor CET IO PC-Board &Projects 2 
Free Lab (1) CASI 25 Internet/email/applications 2 
Free Lab (2) CET 25 Internet/email/applications 2 
G.I.S. CET 15 GIS Applications I/plotter 
Cisco IO CISCO Applications l 
Professional Education 15 Professional Training 2 
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Library: 

The University Graduates Union (UGU) established the first public library in 
Hebron in 1955. This library became the major PPU library in 1978, when PPU was 
first established. 

The PPU library is located in Wadi-Abu Ktailah area, where it occupies about 
470m?. It includes two main halls; one as a reading hall and the other is used for 
references and periodicals. 

There is a small branch for this library at Wadi-il-Harria campus. This branch 
serves the students and staff of the college of Administrative Science and 
Informatics 

The administration of the university gives considerable attention to provide the 
library with the latest books and printed material, especially those to be used as 
textbooks. The library contains more than 22000 books and references in the fields 
of engineering, hi-tech, administration and technology. About 16000 of the 
references are in English and 6000 in Arabic. 

Estimated Number of Books according to the subject' 

- [TT#TESTY?TEI1I'S L{ ft[efgg ®J 

Computer and Computer 2500 
Engineering 
Management and Economy 2000 
Electrical and Electronic and 2200 
Communication 
Mechanical Engineering 1600 
Civil Engineering and 700 
Construction 
Construction Engineering and 1200 
Decorations 
Fashion 200 
Medicine, nursing and Health 450 
Care 

1 Mr. Wahib Shreef, his office, 15/4/2003 
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Additionally, the library has more than I 00 subscriptions in specialized scientific 
and engineering magazines and journals published in English and Arabic. The 
availability of all specialized CD's in the technical fields is a privilege to our library 
and distinguishes it from other libraries in the region. 

PPU's Library serves more than 2500 students; in addition to the staff members. Its 
services include: 

• Loan. 
• Reference Services. 
• Periodicals. 
• Computer Services. 
• Current Awareness Service. 
• Electrical Library Service. 

The library is actively involved in the national and international activities related to 
library work and organization. These activities are: 

• Participating in annual book fairs, such as the Palestine Book Fair and the 
Cairo International Book Fair. 

• Coordinating with the Palestinian Library & Information Association (PLIA). 
• Organizing a workshop on the role of the libraries in conjunction with 

EDINBURGH's TELFORD COLLEGE in Scotland, based on a twin ship 
agreement between this college and PPU. 

• Attending relevant national and international workshops and seminars; i.e. a 
workshop on using the German Electronic Library, which was hold in 
Germany, and Bier-Zeit. 

• Establishing the PPU bookstore 

The PPU library is an active member in the following: 
• The academic libraries of the Ministry of Higher Education. 
• Hebron Libraries Committee. 
• The Palestinian Library and Information Association (PLIA). 

PPU is planning to establish a new set up for the library using international 
standards. Future plans involve establishing: 

• An independent location for a well-equipped library. 
• An electronic library with linked to the local and international libraries. 
• New sections with a large volume of reference books and periodicals. 
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MARKET STUDIES: 

The research team conducted a market study for each of the master degree program 
and the diploma program. 

This market study is described and analyzed in the following part. 

Market Study for the master program 

In order to study the market of the targeted master program we distributed 50 copies 
of the questionnaire to various students from local universities studying related 
bachelor major or individuals graduated from related bachelor majors in the city of 
Hebron. And the results were as follows (see the questionnaire in the appendices 
page: 67) 

Figure (1): The Gender of the sample 
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Figure (1) shows that 66% of the samples are males and 34% are females. 
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Figure (2): the martial status 
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And from figure (2) we notice that 15% of them are married while 85% are singles. 

Figure (3): Do have personal Computer 
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Figure (3) clarifies that 97% of that the sample do have personal computer for 
their personal use either in the home or at work, and 3% of them don't have 
computer. 
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Figure (4): The computer skills of the sample 
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From figure (4) we see that 37% of the sample have excellent computer skills 
and 59% of them have good skills and 4% have fair skills and none of them have 
poor skills. 

Figure (5): Do have internet connection 
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Figure (5) shows that 70% of the sample has an internet connection for their 
personal use in their home or work, while 30% don't have internet connection. 
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Figure (6): the internet knowledge of the sample 
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29% of the sample has excellent internet knowledge and skills and 50% of them 
have good skill, and 19% have fair skills while 2% have poor skills, as we can 
see from figure ( 6). 

Figure (7): Time the sample preferred to study at. 
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From figure (7) we can see that 63% of the targeted samples prefer to study in 
morning while 37% of them prefer to study in the evening because of the work 
circumstances. 
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Figure (8): If you have the opportunity to enroll in the master program, will you do? 
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Figure (8) clarifies that 76% of the sample supports the opening of the master 
program in E-Business and IT and want to join it, while 24% of them do not. 

Figure (9): the place where they prefer to study 
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From figure (9) we can see that 73% of the sample thinks that opening this 
master program in Hebron is a motivation for them to enroll in it. While 27% of 
them doesn't think so. 
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Figure (10): the ability to pay the program tuition 
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Figure (10) shows that 36% of the sample think that the tuition for the master 
program is reasonable and that they are able to pay it. While 64% of them think 
that it is high and they can't afford it. 
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Market Study for the Diploma program 

This market study was quoted from previous study done by an official firm. This 
study was specialized in studying the market for the diploma program that matches 
the MSM standards. The study targeted the industrial sector in Hebron and the 
results were as follows: 

r------------.-100.0% 

,--------;:::::::::=:;---t 80.0% 
60.0% 
40.0% 
I 4 20.0% 

rev ()(/ 
No Yes 

(Figure 1) 

Figure 1 shows that 74% of the respondents have computers, while 26% do not 
have. 

..---------------r 100.0% 
rl 80.0% 

60.0% 
40.0% 

+ 20.0% 

\F1, l, II. l, II, I,I,l] (J()/o 

(Figure 2) 

84.2% of the firms are using the computers for accounting, 78.9% for typing, 65.8% 
for Stock records, 71.1% Sales records, 71.1% Electronic mail, 63.2% for Pay rolls 
and 7.9% for design and 5.3% for education (see figure 2). 

1 Applying E-Learning in the Palestinian industries, MSM, July 2003 
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(Figure 4) 

58% of the firms are using the internet, while 42% do not. 89.7% of the firms are 
using the internet for obtaining information, 75.9% for advertising, and 44.8% for 
improving interaction, 44.8% for buying, 31 % for banking and 27.6% for selling as 

shown in figure 3 and 4. 
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(Figure 5) 

71.4% of the firms, that are not using the internet, are due to the low level of 
technological expertise, 57.1 % because of the uncertainty about benefits, 4 7 .6% do 
not know how to cope with the complex rules governing this area, 38.1 % because of 
the poor understanding of the dynamics of the electronic marketplace, 23.8% 
because it is not necessary for them, 19% because of the uncertainty about the legal 
and regulatory and tax environment and 14.3% because of the fear of too low use of 
e-commerce by their customers and suppliers (see figure 5). 
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(Figure 6) 

54 h n·ence or an idea about the Electronic learning, while % of the firms ave an expe 
46% have not as shown in figure 6. 
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(Figure 7) 

55.3% asked for training courses in marketing, 47.4% in accounting, 44.7% in the 
internet, 42.1 % in computer, and 36.8% in quality management, 31.6% in finance 
and 2.6% in stock management (see figure 7). 
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(Figure 8) 

• · t · getting a diploma in Information Technology 
76.3% agree to pari"®"",,,,,,jg, but 23.7% do not agree as show in figure 8. 
Management through the - e , 
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(Figure 9) 
62.1 % prefer to take the courses art. 11 partially at a local universi . p 1
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(Figure 10) 

65.8% of the firms believe that the Information Technology Management program 
should consist Contemporary Business Issues, 63.2% ask for Project Management, 
63.2% ask for International Marketing, 57.9% ask for Marketing through the 
Internet, 57.9% ask for the E-Commerce, 47.4% ask for the Financial Management, 
36.8% ask for the Introduction to IT, and 34.2% ask for the Business Law (see 

figure 10). 
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FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

As the market study shows there are good signs that encourage opening master 
and diploma programs, and to complete this study we conducted a feasibility 
study for the master program and for the diploma program. 
For the master program we assumed two scenarios. The first scenario is analyzed 
under the assumption that 12 credit hours of the total 48 hours of the entire 
program will be taught by foreign lecturers from MSM. They acquire 5000 euro 
for each credit hour, this includes their salaries, tickets, housing, living expenses 
in Hebron and etc. The remaining 36 hours will be taught by PPU lecturers. 

The second scenario is analyzed under the assumption of that the MSM will 
acquire around half the amount that is asked for in the first scenario, this means 
teaching these courses on-line through the Internet and a master degree PPU 
lecturer in related fields will be in the class supervising the video conference. 

Feasibility Study of the Master Program (Scenario 1 ): 

• The number of students expected to enroll: 20 Students. 
• The number of credit hours: 48 hours. 
• Credit hour tuition: 110 JD. 
• The average of credit hours per year: 24 hours. 

Income: 
20x 110 x 24 = 52 800 JD 

B d f .d. data the income in the first two years is as follow: ase o) pres1imng 

Year Number 
Students 

of Tuitions 
JD) 

Application 
fees (JD 

Registration Fees 

20 
40 

52 800 
105 600 

600 
600 

1200 
First 
Second Total: 158 400 1 200 

1 200 
2 400 

Expenses: .c: 11 . 
are as fol Lows. The expected expenses [ye first two years: 1000 x 12x 2= 24 000 JD 

Administrative salaries for the t1rs 

The lecturers' salaries: of 18 credit hours per year 
PPU lecturers teach an aver#, ,r the course is 25% 
The ratio of the lecturer ass1gnec 
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Average number of courses in the year taught by PPU lecturers is 18/3 = 6 
courses 
The average of lecturers (have PhD) for one year: 0.25 * 6 = 1.5 
The average salary 1 200 JD 

The PPU's lecturers' expenses 

Year Number of lecturers Salaries JD 
First 1.5 21 600 
Second 3 43 200 

Total: 64800 

The MSM's lecturers' expenses 

Year 
First 

Credit hours re uired 
0 

Ex enses 
0 

Second 12 
Total 

49 800 
49800 

Rooms: 

The ex enses of one room in the PPU is 120 JD 
Year 

Ex enses (JD) 

First 
Second 

Number of rooms 
1 
2 

120 
240 

Total 360 

Other ex enses: 
Year 
First 
Second 

Ex enses JD 
1500 
3000 

Total 4500 
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The income and expenses during the first two year: 

Total income: 158 400+ 1200+2400= 162 000 JD 
Total expenses: 24 000 + 64 800 + 49 800 + 360 + 4500 = 143 460 JD 
The net income in the end of the first two years: 18 540 JD 

Cash follow after the first two years: 
1. Annual expenses: 
• Administrative salaries: 
• PPU' s lecturers' salaries: 
• MSM's lecturers' expenses: 
• Rooms: 
• Other expenses: 
• Total: 

12 000 JD 
43 200 JD 
49 800 JD 

240JD 
3 000 JD 

108 240 JD 

2. Annual income: 
• Tuition: 
• App. Fees: 
• Reg. Fees: 
• Total 

Net income per year: - 840 JD 

105 600 JD 
600JD 

1 200 JD 
107 400 JD 
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Feasibility Study of the M t 
In this Scenario 00000%%,.,®©r Program (Scenario 2): wi, cut the mor id lectures that they should give throu a ney pat to MSM down by making the 
the class room and the MSM lec:!1 c_onfi~rence where a Master lecturer is in 
Palestine. arer is his home land without traveling to 

® "®""mber of students expected to enroll: 20 Students. 
e number of credit hours: 48 hour 

• Credit hour tuition: 110 JD. s. 
• The average of credit hours per year: 24 hours. 

Income: 
20 x 110 x 24=52 800JD 

Based of presiding data the income in the first two years is as follow: 

Year Number of Tuitions Application Registration Fees 
Students (JD) fees (JD) 

First 20 52 800 600 1 200 

Second 40 105 600 600 l 200 
Total: 158 400 1200 2400 

Expenses: 
The expected expenses are as follows: 
Administrative salaries for the first two years: 1000 x 12 x 2 = 24 000 JD 

The lecturers' salaries: 
PPU' s lecturers teach an average of 18 credit hours per year 
The ratio of the lecturer assigned for the course is 25% 
Average number of courses in the year taught by PPU's lecturers is 18/3 = 6 
courses 
The average of lecturers (have PhD) for one year: 0.25 6 = 1.5 
The average salary 1 200 JD 

The PPU's lecturers? expenses (PhD) 

Year 
Number of lecturers Salaries (JD) 

First 1.5 
21 600 

Second 3 
43 200 

Total: 64800 
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Th 
. The PPU lectu ' e ration of the lecturer assi rers expenses (Master) 

The number of courses . th gned for the course is 25% 
Th Ill e second y t b . e average lecturers (have Ma t ) ear o . e taught online is 12/3 = 4 courses 
Th s er number O 25 * . 

e average salary is 500 JD 
1S: 4=1 

Year 
First 

Number oflecturers Salaries (JD) 
0 

Second 1 
0 
500 

Total: 500 

The MSM's lecturers' expenses 

Year Credit hours required 
First 

Expenses 
0 

Second 12 
0 
20 000 

Total 20000 

Rooms: 

The expenses of one room in the PPU is 120 JD 
Year Number of rooms Expenses (JD) 

First 1 120 

Second 2 240 
Total 360 

er expenses: 
Year Expenses (JD) 

First 1500 

Second 3000 
Total 4500 

0th 

The income and expenses during the first two year: 

Total income: 158 400+ 1 200 + 2 400 = 162 000 JD 
Total expenses: 24 000 + 64 800 + 500 + 20 000 + 360 + 4500 = 114 160 JD 
The net income in the end of the first two years: 47 840 JD 
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Cash foil ow after the first two years: 
3. Annual expenses: 
• Administrative salaries: 
• PPU's lecturers' salaries: 
• MSM's lecturers' expenses: 
o Rooms: 
o Other expenses: 
• Total: 

12 000 JD 
43 700 JD ( 43 200 + 500) 
20 000 JD 

240JD 
3 000 JD 

78940JD 

4. Annual income: 
• Tuition: 
• App. Fees: 
• Reg. Fees: 
• Total 

105 600 JD 
600JD 

1200 JD 
107 400JD 

Net income .per year: 28 460 JD 
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Feasibility Study for the n· iploma Program: 
• The number of student 
• Tie umber oris-3%},";"""®@vote 20 saaas. 
• Course fees: 1250 $. · 

Income: 
20 x 1250 = 25 000 $ 

Expenses: 
The expected expenses are as follows: 
Administrative salaries for the course: 5 x 320 = 1 600 $ 

The lecturers' salaries: 
The average salary for the lecturer for 1 hour: 25 $ 
Lecturers salaries (have Master) for the course: 25 x 320 = 8 000 $ 

The MSM's expenses 

5 000 $ per course 

Rooms: 

The expense of one room for every meeting is 15 $ 
The average hours per meeting is: 3 hours 
The room expenses for the course is (320/3) x 15 = 1 600 $ 

Other expenses: 
Hosting and soft drinks: 5 x 320 = 1 600 $ 

The income and expenses during the course: 

Total income: 1 250 x 20= 25 000 $ 
Total expenses: 1 600 + g 000 + 5 000 + 1 600 + 1 600 = 17 800 $ 
The net income in the end of the first two years: 7 200 $ 
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NON MONITARY FLOW (COST TO BENEFIT ANALYSIS) 

Because of the acadimic nature of the PPU and because PPU is a non-profitable 
organization, we should take in considaration the non-monitary benefits that the 
PPU would gain from these programs, which are: 

• PPU will improve its image and position in the market among the 
competetors of other universities. 

• PPU will increase its market share in the educational market by opening these 
two new programs which will target new segmant in that market. 

• opening these programs will expand the areas that PPU covers by its bachelor 
programs to new areas of the graduate programs while keeping on the PPU 
focus on the management and IT related fields. 
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• MARKETING PLAN 

In order to gain the benefits projected by these programs we formed a marketing 
plan which is essential in any structured plan, 

The marketing plan first begins with the objectives which verify the importance 
of the plan. The marketing plan also uses the SWOT analyses methodology in 
structuring the PPU's strength and weakness; this is what is called the internal 
analysis. This analysis is followed by the situational analysis which focuses on 
the PPU environment. 

The plan focuses on critical success factors, and then it moves to the threshold 
features. Then we discuss the 4 P's for the plan. 

Objectives 
1. To attract new students through opening new department and new 

program to its departments and programs. . 
2. Identify new segment and targeting our available resources toward this 

new segment of the market. . . 
3. Improve the PPU"s position and image in he ", market teader in 
4. Working toward being the first in the mar e an ea 

Palestine. 
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The SWOT Anal ® Tab a1ysis 'able for the Master Program 
PC A! 

ii id Tl - TT@SNS 

• Related undergraduate programs • Shortage in number of PhD holders offered at PPU. to teach the master program. • Differentiated programs due to D Weakness in infrastructure 
focusing on niche market. (Buildings, Libraries, etc). • High quality in educational • Lack of the scientific research work 
teaching. ground. 

• The graduation certificate is • High credit hour tuition . 
approved by an international and D Poor communication and 
well known university world wide. interaction between PPU and 

• Elimination of transportation costs Economical and Industrial sector. 
and living costs in the foreign 
countries. 

D Strong technological background 
due to long and successful history 
in management and IT education. 

• High level of experience in teaching 
methodologies. 

• Center of Excellence provides a 
very strong support in enhancing 
the IT projects. . 

• Good number of teachers studymg 
abroad enrolled in the Doctorate 
program with high skills and 
technological knowledge. 

[is]f®ITT5] ~ 

Low level of competition with other D Hard economical situation . 
• • Unstable political situation (for the 

universities due to scarcity of the time being). . 
master program offered by the • MSM control over PPU because it 
competitors. certifies the programs. 

• Easy entry in the market. • High Fixed Cost (HFC). 
• The economical and industrial 

sectors are in deep lack of E 
Business specialists. . ent 

• The Peace process holds differ 
opportunities to consider. 

lt f the questionnaire in the appendices ed on the results o 
Note: The SWOT analyses was bas 
section, page 69 
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Internal Analysis (Strategic Capabile: a ilities): 

Strengths: 

The PPU has bachelor programs th t 
f
-c. d (M . a are close and l t d offerec faster in E-Business and IT) such as- ; '©lated to the MBA program 

Technology, modem management and E . · ~formation systems, information 
very good environment to run such ngmeenng. And that gives the PPU a 
students to involve in this program. program and that also make it easy to its 

The PPU from its early start h f d the opening of the college ,K, ®®Sed on the IT related field of education. and 
• oft administrative science powered that IT focus with 

the management principles which make it be one of the leaders of this market 
through the focus on this areas of education. 

The PPU offered a high quality educational teaching to its students coming from 
their lecturers' long and successful experience in good education. 

The association with the MSM for the master program gives the PPU a good 
position against competitors by using the name of an international and well 
known university. And offering the graduate the certificate with that name. 

The PPU technological background of the IT and management is a solid one 
coming from its successful and long history in related fields, and that is applied 
to its lecturers, administration and supporting departments. 

Most of the lecturers at PPU has a relatively very long experience in education 
and teaching methodologies, some of them exceeds 20 years of experience, and 
that is supported by a very good CV s filled of published papers and workshops. 

The center of excellence is providing a very strong support to the master 
program through its services and IT structure. 

Weaknesses: 

th Ppu W
ho have PhD degrees is below what is 

The number of lecturers at e 
needed to open and run such program. 

. t to be applied to some areas of the 
There should be some improvemeS ,,jbgjldings and scientific research 
infrastructure of the PPU like the library an nu 
environment. 
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The credit hour tuition is relat· 1 h' . 
,, co 6 the uvely vigh for th situation in the region. And that ·° :, IS program considering the current . · a 1s mainly be f . paid to MSM. ·cause of the high fees that should be 

The communication and interaction b tw 
economical sector is poor, which ,,,, ' the PPU and the industrial and 
program. make harder for it to promote the 

Situational Analysis: 
Opportunities: 
There is a low level in competition with other universities in Palestine that 
offered such master programs in MBA which will give us the opportunity to gain 
bigger market share. 

The low level of competition and the scarcity of the master programs in MBA 
from other universities make it easy for PPU enter the market without much 
barriers. 

The economical and industrial sector is in deep lack and need for the IT 
specialists especially because they move toward using IT widely in their firms. 

There are many opportunities coming with the peace process in the area, and 
these opportunities should be considered. 

There is a very promising future for the IT in Palestine as we can project from 
tracking the information coming from the market. 

Threats: • fr The hard and unstable economical situation forms a threat to this program om 

moving a head. 

The unstable political situation reflects to the master program and its 
environment in a bad way . 

. fi t th t the student take from MSM, it may control 
In exchange for the certi ica ~ a hi h will make it harder to operate in many 
over the PPU actions and activates WI1& 
restricted conditions. 

hi gram from the money that should be 
There is a very high fixed coSt int s ~~~he number of students enrolled to the 
paid to MSM for the master program.b f students That will make it hard to 
program are below the expected number o . 
cover costs in this situation. 
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Critical Success Factors (CSF) 

1. The program of E-Business a d . £ . 
needed to meet high level of stan~ md ormatton technology has the quality 
Th 

ar s. 
2. e master program is powered b th 

country market and the reputation 6jK,,, '["®ion of MSM in the foreign 
3. The master program needs infrastruc domestic market. 

the program. cture and some capabilities needed to run 

Threshold product features 
a The program needs a number of lecturers who have PhD in order to be run 

by, and to meet the standards of such program. 
a The program needs a good research environment and infrastructure to be run 

on them. 

Target segment 

The targeted segment is the segment of the bachelor degree holders and they are 
welling to go on completing there education, this welling must be backed by buying 
power of the program to pay its fees. 

We can look to the segments from different angles. One is the segment of fresh 
bachelor degree holders. These people are welling to study full time courses. 
And the second is the one which has prospective students who are working and have 
their day jobs, some of these could be managers who work in an institution and want 
to continue their education while still working. 
Each of these two segments is different than the other and need to be targeted 
differently. 

Marketing mix 

Product· . 
I 

. · . d • c. f technology it is a 48 credit 
t is the master program in E-Business and information ' ill 
hours program. The program has the name of the universities from whers ,"" • .s ill known names in teaching 
get their certificates from which they are a very w 
methodologies. . e and the good quality of 
This master is a high quality program because of its structUE 
MSM programs and the well known PPU quality m teachmg. 
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Place: 
The master program is provided b PPU : MSM and PPU. y · This program is a joint venture between 

Due to the nature of the master progr PPU 
service. This service is provided , "p,, don't need any distributors for this 
the west bank in Palestine. y in the Hebron city in the southern part of 

Price: 
The enrolled students will pay about 110 JD per credit hour and the registration fees 
of each semester. This price is based on the competitor's prices to the product 
quality. 

Promotion: 
To promote this program, PPU should use a combination of online advertisements 
and announcements in a well known local newspapers and radio stations. 

The online advertisement will be through the PPU web site which is well known for 
most of the prospective students. PPU will supply detailed information about the 
program through the web site. 

Announcements in the radio will focus on general features of the program and the 
local newspapers will focus on the program specifications by announcing some 
information such as the credit hours fees, application deadlines and the admission 
requirements. 
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The SWOT A nalysis Table for th Di e iploma Program 

~ AAA+TS] 

D Differentiated program d f s ue to • More communication and ocusing on niche market. 
l!I High quality in educational 

mteraction between PPU and 

teachmg. 
Ee · 

ii The graduation certificate is 

onomical an Industrial sector. 

approved by an international and 
well known university world . d 

II 
Short edu '5 WIae. o . educational program. 

El Relatively high profit. 
• Elimination of transportation costs 

and living costs in the foreign 
countries. 

• Strong technological background 
due to long and successful history 
in management and IT education. 

• High level of experience in teaching 
methodologies. 

• Center of Excellence provides a 
very strong support in enhancing 
the IT projects. 

• Continuing education Department 
has a very good and strong 
experience in such program. 

s]SIL5] ~ 

• Low level of competition with other • Hard economical situation . 

universities due to scarcity of such • Unstable political situation (for the 

program in the market. 
time being). 

• Easy entry to the market. 
• MSM control over PPU because it 

• The economical and industrial 
certifies the programs. 

sector needs this program. 
• Support form government and 

public institution for this program .. 
• The Peace process holds different 

opportunities to consider. 

'- Note: The SWOT analyses was based on the results of the questionnaire in the append/&S 

section, page 70 
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Internal Analysis (Strategic Capabiliti  
Strength: ties): 

The PPU from its early start has f :d 
h 2 d

. 1 ocuse on the IT 1 d fi t e years 1pioma programs d h re ate iled of education and 
d k 

• an t e courses f th c • . epartment ma e it easy to open this program. 0 e ontmumg education 

The PPU offered a high quality of ed ti . 
from their lecturers' long and succes fu~ca ion~l teachmg to its students coming 

s) experience and good education. 

The association with the MSM for the di 1 · ·· · · · iploma program gives the PPU a good 
position against competitors in using the n of • . . . ame o an international and well 
known university, and offermg the certificate with that name. 

The duration of the program is relatively short that makes it tempting to targeted 
people to enroll in the program. 

This program is profitable because of its short time and low cost of managing it. 

The PPU technological background of the IT and management is a solid one 
coming form its successful and long history in related fields, and that is applied 
to its lecturers, administration and supporting departments. 

Most of the lecturers teaching in the PPU have a relatively very long experience 
in education and teaching methodologies, some of them exceed the 20 years of 
experience, and that is support of very good CV s filled of published papers and 

workshops. 

The center of excellence is providing a very strong support to the diploma 
program through its services and IT structure. 

Th t
. · d 

1
·
0
n department is the backbone of this program and it is 

e con mumg e uca 1 
well prepared and experienced in such programs. 

Weakness: :. igh for this program considering the current 
The course fees are relatively ~ . 1 b of the high fees that should be 
situation in the region. And that is mainly 'ecauS© 
paid to MSM. 

. . b tween the PPU and the industrial and 
The communication and mterac_tion w:uld make harder for it to market the 
economical sector is poor, which 
program. 
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Situational Analysis: 
Opportunities: 
There is a low level in competition with oth · · · • • ~ d h c. · • er universities in Palestine that 
offere sucl professional diploma programs in IT hich ill ° · · · whict wil gives us the 
opportunity to gam bigger market share. 

The low level of completion and the scarcity of such programs from other 
universities make it easy for PPU enter the market without many barriers. 

The economical and industrial in deep lack and need for the IT specialists 
especially because they move toward using IT widely in their firms. 

The government and public firms indicated that they will support such programs 
that we help the industrial and economical sector to improve. 

There are many opportunities coming with the peace process in the area, and 
these opportunities should be considered. 

There is a very promising future for the IT in Palestine as we can project from 
tracking the information coming from the market. 

Threats: thre thi from The hard and unstable economical situation forms a t eat to is program 

moving a head. 
. th master program and its 

The unstable political situation reflects to e 
environment in a bad way. 

. t the student take from MSM, it may control 
In exchange for the certificate tha hich will make it harder to operate in many 
over the PPU actions and activates w 
restricted conditions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

At the end of our stu~y, we can see that the market is ready for opening the 
master and IT professional diploma programs. There is a strong need toward 
opening these programs. We should focus our efforts toward improving our 
capabilities to come over the shortages in resources such as the staff training. 

This study shows that the two programs are very good from the financial side, 
which is shown by the feasibility study in our work. Also it is very essential in 
enhancing the PPU capabilities toward better and more enhanced higher 
education. 

The market plan shows the PPU weaknesses and strengths throug~ applying the 
SWOT analysis and the Critical Success Factors. This plan provides the guide 
line for any future implementation of these programs. 

. ~ ..:.i:.s.:...J Y. 

f wig 
~ THE LIBRARY 
j6 34.3. aa,a» Acc. .. \?.. . ,., ··········•""' ~ r- 7 

.. ,ujl ' 
CLASS!FCA.TION J~ ::.! 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

From this work we have th .c 11 . ib ae following recommendatic which should 
contn ute to the success of this project f th b a ions w'1C S ou J' for ie venefit of PPU: 

a PPU should come over th h rt . • e s O age in the number of lecturers havin PhD 
"?" ·®"@d majors to he aster program sibiis, aid hi be 

o Attracting and hiring new lecturers who have PhD degree. This will be 
effective but may be very costly because of the high salaries they will 
be paid. this will affect the feasibility of the program especially in the 
first two years. 

o Using the out sourcing to cover this shortage, that would be by the 
cooperation with other universities which their lecturers have PhD in 
related majors. 

o If the master program opening will be late, the problem will be much 
smaller than what it is now, because PPU has a good number of its 
lecturers studying PhD in related fields at foreign universities. 

• Despite the fact that PPU infrastructure is good, it should be improved to 
match the master program requirements and standards such as the library and 
the research work ground, buildings ... etc. 

a We recommend that PPU should try to implement the second scenario in the 
feasibility study of the master program in order to cut costs, without affecting 
the credit hour price. And it should take the necessary arrangements for that 
with the MSM and the Ministry of Higher Education. 

• In order to assure the program's success. The PPU should work on improving 
the communication with the industrial and economical sector. 

• Working on the market plan for these programs in order to gain the benefits 

projected by this study. . 
• Continuing the market plan for the diploma program: 
■ Studying the market of other areas than the city of Hebron, such as 

Bethlehem. 
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Palestine Polytechnic University 

College of Engineering and Technology 

Mission: 
The College of Engineering and Technology (CET) · · · · · . . . . . is a recognized leadmg engmeermg school 
in Palestine. Its mission is to offer well-selected educational engineering programs of the 
highest standard, to promote research and creative activities by its faculty and students, and to 
provide services to the community at large. To this end, CET offers a wide range of genuine 
programs that do not duplicate other programs available elsewhere in the region. These 
programs, along with their curricula, are carefully designed to address the current and future 
needs of the Palestinian community. In terms of methodology, CET prepares its students in a 
challenging and intellectually stimulating environment which empowers them for a richer 
personal and professional life. Such an environment undergoes continuous improvement to help 
students acquire and develop effective strategies for lifelong learning, innovation, and 
leadership in their chosen careers. 

Vision 
Our vision to enhance the professional status of our college and to attract eminently 
qualified faculty of international caliber and outstanding students from the region. In this 
way, CET will contribute to the development of Pale~tine by providing quality education 
and promoting basic and applied research of international standing by its faculty and 
students. We believe, it is our role and duty to attract the private and governmental sectors 
to collaborate with CET so as to achieve mutual benefit of expertise and professional 

fulfillment. . f h l '·fc tion 
The CET programs emphasize teaching the effective use O tee no og~, m orma 

1 

. d · We believe that the most important 
resources, engineering tools, and reasoning. 
characteristics of the CET graduate include: 

• Analysis, synthesis and design skills. 
• Mastery of technology. 
• Communication skills - written and oral. d 

. . • t d breadth of backgroun. . • Diversity of interests an k k t and to enroll in international higher 
• Easy integration with the local wor mar e 

education programs. d t m skills. 
• Leadership qualities, management an ea 

Education at CET relies on key features. k 
• Emphasis on hands-on laboratory ",-chnology applications 

. uter and mforma ion • Emphasis on comp!_., 9 full consecutive summers 
• Practical training cover1ng . 
• Project and group based active l"",,,esstonal engineering faculty 
o Close supervision and interaction WI 

d . the CET departments: 
d t are enrolle m 

Currently, about 1000 stu en s 
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Electrical and Computer Engineerin D 
h 

· l E · · g ·epartment Mee amca ngmeermg Department · 
Civil Engineering and Architecture Der art pa ment. 

At the end of the freshman year, students at CET a . seven programs: re advised to choose one of the following 

o Computer Systems Engineering. 
• Industnal Automation Engineering. 
o Biomedical Engineering. 
• Buildings Engineering. 
• Surveying Engineering. 
• Automotives Engineering. 
o Mechatronics Engineering. 

To make a wise and a mature selection, the college arranges for the freshmen to visit the 
CET labs and workshops, to consult with senior students, to inspect graduate projects of 
former years, and to attend a semester-long "introduction to engineering" course. In this 
course, senior faculty members and prominent guest speakers present facts and prospects 
about the different programs and induce open discussions. It is believed that, through this 
novel articulated process, freshmen can discover their own interests and abilities and thus 
have a better chance of success and distinction in their studies and future careers. 

College of Administrative Sciences and Informatics 

This college provides three B.Sc. programs: 
• Information Systems. 
• Contemporary Business Administration. 
• Information Technology. 

Th hi
.ch are the first to be offered in Palestine, integrate and complete each 

ese programs, w · d d · d 
th Th me Out as a 

result of a vision of what is nee e in or er to serve 
o er. ese programs ca . . .. 
the local community. We believe that these programs will eqmp the Palestinian economy 

; 4;> alified individuals. Students are expected to work on practical issues and 
with unique qualifie individuals. fb id IT :. :. 3ti il dimensions ot usiness an • 
cases, which emphasize the mtema 10na 1 

Mission . . . . ce and informatics is one of the collages of 
• The collage of administrative "",,n focus is on providing higher education in 

Palestine polytechnic university, ,4 informatics, research and consultation and 
the majors of administrative science an6 

11 nd local community. training for other colleges ar +dig roll in fulfilling technological needs of 
: tir ing its outstan m fl l • The college is con mm . . 'rue that meets the emerging needs o oca 

institution managers by providing unl] 
community. . and meeting the special quality standards of the 

■ The college keeps on fulfilling T tal Quality Management approaches and by 
higher education institution y uss O a d scientific humanitarian abilities and 
attracting and choosing a staff that ash_goo for educational purposes. The college 

. • modern teach1ng 
good knowledge in using 
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provides the suitable . humanitarian 4,,,IlVIronment for developi • Th capal .1ties of its staff. mg and enhancing the scientific 
e college attracts its t d . 

d l 
. s u ents in well tud; eve opmg them through · s ulied scientific standard k usmg the latest eeps on 

management by providing the m t concepts related to informatics and 
d . l os modern sci itifi I anc practical education insuring th l ien i ic abs and the qualified staff 

• The college provides friendl _e atest books and periodicals. 

d l 
. Y environment for it tud . an regulation and laws of the . . . s s ents ensuring on the standard 

tracking its students after gradu ~~ivers~ty durmg studying period and its also keep 
• The college works within be f,""_""Pork on affording jobs for them. me O t e ethical standards of such institutions. 

Vision 
We can't be offered to be the second in 1 d. . . . . . . Palestine. ea mg informatics and administrative sciences in 

Continuing Education Department 

These programs, which are the first to be offered in Palestine, integrate and complete each 
other. These programs came out as a result of a vision of what is needed in order to serve 
the local community. We believe that these programs will equip the Palestinian economy 
with umque qualified individuals. Students are expected to work on practical issues and 
cases, which emphasize the international dimensions of business and IT. 
CED is committed to the principle that learning is a life long process. CED also believes 
that its activities make a direct contribution to the economic will being of Palestinian 
people, particularly, in Hebron district. 
Depending on the infrastructure of Palestine Polytechnic University (PPU), and the 
professional staff available in PPU, CED offers opportunities for all ages to participate in 
credit and non-credit professional training courses and personal enhancement programs. 
The Palestine Polytechnic premises in Hebron offer a wide variety of training sites 
including, seminar rooms, workshops, computer lab, and a fully- equipped training 
laboratory. CED co-operates with local NGOs and the Palestinian national Authority and its 
public institutes to provide services and professional training for local community. 
Activities of the CED range from seminars, workshops, short and long training courses, to 
special application diploma programs consisting of number of modules in specific fields 
targeting the development and upgrading of specific skills. : . 
These programs are designed on the basis of ongoing needs assessments within the 
community. CED improves its programs through a contmuous process of monitoring and 

evaluation of its training activities and their graduates. 

Programs I CED • . • • • grouped in six programmers: technical program, anguages 
instructional activities ar? tr ort program, and public activities women program, ransp , 

program, computer program, . . materials and chooses the instructors, based on the 
program. CED develops the trainill@ ,4 needs of the community. In addition 

d 
.
1
. f th participants an n ' nee . s. and the ability Ol e the timing and the location for training either at 

participants in CED activities may choOS© 
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Palestine Polytechnic training faciliti .: 
ide fle ible Hues or at their 5 provt e ext e, customized learning . premises. Tutorials are offered to . on an mstructor to t d . • Tecbmcal program: 'S u ent basis. 
The technical program strives to t h . 

offers professional certificate courses a:e ~-~ diverse needs of the local community. It 
are designed to provide a participant with ce ificate of attendance courses. These programs 
include automation. occupational skills at all levels. Courses offered 

The technical program delivers its service · · workshops, seminars and interacti ©S in a variety of formats such as tutorials, 
> active courses. Which are tailored t t : : :d 

and unique preference for tin,du tic ;, red to meet participants needs me, luration and location. 

• Languages program: 
The language program offers courses in 6 languages. Arabic (for foreigners), English, 

Hebrew, French, German And Spamsh. English courses take the lion's share of the 
language program. The main focus is on General courses Languages and language skills 
courses at all level of proficiency, as well as specialized courses for members. Of various 
professions of particular note are English for physicians, English for Politicians, English for 
Lawyer, English foretamiuation preparation including TOFEL. Language classes are 
normally given at the elementary, intermediate and advanced levels. New participations are 
given an English proficiency test to determent the appropriate level of instruction. Students 
use communicative course materials including special textbooks & video language tapes, as 
assigned. Evaluation and promotion are based on both continual assessment and 
achievement tests. 

• Computer program: The computer program offers courses for lay people and professionals. Courses for lay 
people enable participation to understand basic computer concepts and architecture, to 
identify problems amenable to computer solution and learn how to use tools necessary for 
solving such problems. The computer courses offered include: DOS and Windows, 
programming languages, introduction to computers, computer graphics, internet and E- 

mail. d . d ~ th h The advanced courses for professionals in computer are lesigne tor 1ose w_ o are 
· · f: · l h ':tic it d knowledge and skills such as: Study and analyze different 

requmng atr y sop ~ ica e te etworks, determine how to solve software and hardware 
computer systems and com!W,, computer languages; to use data bases and different 
problems to wnte program in litterent,, . , 
software packages; and to design software applications. 
• Women Program: . f specific courses for women. Such as: 

The women program offers a vari ",,',,,n right, reproductive health). 
o Public awareness activities 
o Flower decoration courses. 
o Silk screen-printing courses. 

0 Cooking courses. 
0 Beauty courses. 
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• Transport program: 
The transport program offer . s a variety of s) ifi 

transport areas. Its offerings span the fojj, PG1tic courses related to driving and 
o Training of trainers and le tu .c: owmg acttv1t1es: 

P 
. c res 1or transport d d . . 

o reparation courses for drivi ' an nvmg courses. 
P 

• mg mstructors 
o 'reparation courses for Taxi dr rIvers. 

• Public Activities Program: 
The public activity program speciali: :. : · uzes in arranging fo • conferences to increase the public awar . h _r semmars, workshops, and 

P l
·t· 1 . eness m t e followmg areas· 

o olitical issues. 
o Environmental affairs. 
o Social and cultural aspect. 
o Laws and legislation's. 

Computer and Information Technology Center 

The Palestine Polytechnic University's "Computer and Information Technology Center" 
(CITC) is tasked to provide our staff, students and the local community, with computing 
and networking services 
Although computing facilities cover the several locations of the university, CITC is 
committed to improve the university's information technology productivity. This is 
achieved by enabling users to get their work done with a minimum difficulty due to the 
tools and technologies we provide and support through this center. 
The CITC networks, equipment and computing resources are provided primarily to support 
the academic and administrative functions of the University. Training and increasing 
awareness of the community, staff, and students is one of the most important tasks of 
CITC. This has been achieved by establishing high professional training centers like the 
Information Technology Center (ITC), Cisco Local Academy and Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS). 

CIT Mission 

Palestine Polytechnic University Computer and Information Technology Center (CITC) is a 
service unit which provides computing facilities in support of research, education, Tram mg, 
and administration. One of its main tasks is to run a smoothly functioning campus netWOI 

S d I I t
. .c:

0
r 24 hours every day. providing access to computational 

prea over severa oca 1ons 1 · . , . ic pd1 rldwide ademic communications through Internet. Another important 
services an to wor w1 e aca . . . 
t k 

· h"ghl ati·fiied training and busmess centers like Information 
as) is to manage a 1 y que if h T · d · 
T d C

. L I Academy to promote the growth o t e I m ustry in 
echnology Center an 'isco 0ca 

Palestine. 

CITC Goals 
. • d · Palestine. This goal will be achieved through a 

The CITC aims at promotmg IT m ustry m 
number of strategies that include: 
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• Provide PPU colleges with ace t h · · d ess O t e latest co mamtame and developed in a sustain bl mputer technologies. These will be 
colleges. a e manner according to the needs of these 

o Developing IT labs to be utilized in research 
techniques. and design, using the latest IT 

• Create and enhance an appropriate infrastruc . 
staff for technology-enhanced teaching and l ' ture space, equipment, software, 

id : • earnmg. 
o Proviie academic mformation services for st d t d c. l . . u en s an 1acu ty 
• o"""9 Students by a learning environment that ensures their attainment 

o tee no ogy literacy" upon graduation from PPU. 
o Developing appropriate operating systems to meet the requirements of the 

academic, financial, and administrative departments of the university. 
• Provide mternet services to the administration, academics staff students as well as 

the public. ' ' ' 
• Setting up internet pages and websites for the academic, public and private sectors, 

including educational institutions and independent businesses. 
• Provide greater access to web-enabled information services through the internet 

allowing students to access huge information resources from inside the university 
network, and through remote dial-up access to the university information systems 
and internet. 

• Training and increasing awareness of the community, staff, and students through 
establishing high professional training and business centers like the Information 
Technology Center, Geographical Information Systems GIS, and Cisco Local 
Academy. . . . 

• Maintain the ever changing and expanding PPU web page and online information 
systems. . h · h 
An 1 D ·gn and implement stable, quality central information systems w' 1C 

• a yze, est , . . d d · · k · 
support institutional and administrative funct10nahty an tecision-maimng. 

Future Plans 

C 
. . f-; rmation bank containing all relevant information about PPU, its 

• reatmg an 1n 'o . 1 ams 
employees, students, and its education@l",,acing by PPU students and staff. 

• sering up a database that iml[;",aren centers in Palestine and hie 
This database would be accessil le )y 0 

world. . d ill books journals, and other educational 
• Establishing a database that i"",7,",gs,pr.' 

materials currently available a . d newsletters to keep students and 
: l magazines an 

• Subscripting to professional , developments in the IT field. 
instructors abreast with the late to provide training courses to the ficd t m of instructors as . . ld b 

• Forming a highly qualifie tea : ·ity it the IT field. Such training wou e 
employees and students of the Un/""],,,,mg Education Department. 

d. t· n with the on provided in coor ma 10 
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Units 

The CITC consists of the following six · t 1 . 
S . m erre ated units: 

1- Lab iupervisors and Academic S . . · 
h
. . · ervices. 

This unit is one of the core units of the CIT -:. , 
computer labs in all building and I t· C Smce tt controls and supervises all 

: locations of PPU, This ·it 5 f .: 
subunits: the academic services and the ' unit consists of two basic 

e computer labs administration. 

2- Internet and Information Network: 
This unit is considered as the backbone of the CITC d II h IT l · · · 

d 
. . an a ot er re ated facilities 

an services at PPU. Four subunits are found in this ·it: 5%rs :. rk · · · core unit: information networ!is 
services, servers maintaining, dialup and client's services, and web hosting and 
publishing. 

3- Information Systems and Training Services: 
The purpose of this unit is to support a network of University Information Technology 
Centers that together will create a pool of skilled IT graduates. 
This is done through the establishment of specialized IT centers or academies that 
provide comprehensive training courses in specified areas to experienced people. 
Currently, two main subunits are functional in this unit: the Information Technology 
Center (partially funded by ANERA organization), and the Cisco Local Academy 
PPUCLA (in cooperation with Welfare Association). Within the PPU's strategic plan, 
two other units will be established: Educational Multimedia and GIS academies. 

4- Software-Hardware Maintenance: 
The basic function of this unit is to solve the hardware and software problems faced by 
the user. Most of the repair tasks are done at our maintenance and service workshops. 
Other problems are dealt with by private companies and electronics shop. 

5- Software Analysis and Development: • h . : important IT units in any IT related center, we are m t e 
As this is one of the most 1 P . . e rovided b a qualified team. However we 
process of creating this unit, which will b ~ rJects and applications for the 
have managed to implement different so are p 
university and the private sector. 

6- Procurements Unit: . tender preparation, sales purchasing, and 
This unit assists in budget forecastmg, 
inspecting purchased equipment. 

Services 
. the PPU and local community: 

CITC provides the following services tO 
• Inter net Services 
• Networking . t ance 
• Software and Hardware mam en 
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• IT Training 
o Computer labs 
• Community Services and C 1 . onsu/tation 

The Information Technology C ·t en er of Excellence Project 

Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of this Center is to sup rt 
Technology Center of Excellence /''_] twork of Centers University Information 
This is done through comprehens;A, , '<®er will create a pool of skilled IT graduates. 

rammg courses in s · fi d 
people. Later on, the trained group will be "bl . ~eci ie areas to experienced 
This project is partially funded by A,' ®sible of training other groups. 
oens io Palestine so as to rerica cos,,,,,""""""" ""@s saned orig sod IT private sector. t e academic institutions and the 

PPU in partnership with ATS Company has start d th · 
(
T · · f T · TOT) e e execution of the first phase 
rammg O ramers . . of this center. Different training tracks will be offered during 

the next few months. This mcludes ORACLE (160 Hrs) MCSD (200H ) JAVA (80 H ) 
and DATA SECURITY. ' rs, rs, 

Upon completion of supporting this center, the participants (Administrative sciences and 
informatics, engmeermg students, and graduates from different universities and 
organizations) will be prepared to be familiar and qualified to deal with IT skills which is 
needed in dealing with the huge potential for IT-oriented industries in the region. ' 

The Challenges 
Computer center and continuing education department at PPU purposes to support center of 
excellence (CE) at the Palestine Polytechnic University (PPU). Upon competition of 
supporting this center, the participant (administrator science and informatics, engineering 
students and graduates) will be prepared to be familiar and qualified to deal with IT skills, 
which is needed in dealing with the huge potential for IT - oriented industries in the region. 
The purpose identifies the objectives of supporting this center that would bring to improve 
the graduate students and stuff members performance of PPU training in IT skills. 
The proposal president the activities to take advantage of the existing recourse. The 
activities include a series of session /workshops that will lead to full acquamtance and 

mastering of IT skills. 

ITCE Objective . · • u ade the skills of PPU students and graduates by introducing state-of-the art 
P.~ · IT that reflect on the core courses of the computer cumculum, 

trammg courses mn · . . k 
and enhance graduates job opportumties m the IT market. • • ;% environment, which may involve providing 

• Create a professional T "®,,% and aner graduation, in cooperation with 
different levels of training nee s e 0 

the IT private sector. bl rt nity of interacting and possibly 
• : ith the valua e oppo u . . o Provide the trainees wit +t xperiences in conjunction with the courses 

participating in pilot real developmen exp 

they are attending. 
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• Provide training venues c . 
i6 the 1or potential be efic> 3 
in t e southern part of Palesti >ene 1c1anes in other d . . . siIne. e ucational mstltutions 

Target Groups 
Technical staff, lecturers and fr h d 

d d
.d ' es graduates of c an can i«ates from the partner pri it . omputer related faculties at the PPU 
ill be 1vate companies and s: program WI e extended to other hen fi . . n organizations. At later stages the 

e icianes from community. 

Training: 
The center will organize extracurricul tr . . . 
the university curriculum and provia_"""g courses in areas, which would enrich 
to market needs. Hence the course will ce t ai;eesh with know and how skills conducive 
industry on one hand and those of the t _a er ohr t e needs of the software development 
. th· rt f th d ramees t emselves on the other. 
in as pa o e ocument we pro 1 c · . , pose a P an for implementing phase one· train the 
trainers program. 
PPUs Cisco Local Academy (PPUCLA) 

The Cisco Networking Academy Program CNAP is a comprehensive e-learning 
program, which provides students with the Internet technology skills essential in a 
global economy. The Networking Academy program delivers Web-based content 
online assessment, student performance tracking, hands-on labs, instructor training and 
support, and preparation for industry-standard certifications. 
Launched in 1997, there are now over 7500 Networking Academies in over 130 
countries and in all 50 U.S. states. Over 160,000 students are enrolled in Academies in 
high schools, colleges and universities, technical schools, community-based 
organizations, and other educational programs around the world. 
PPU has a local academy that offers training courses to achieve Cisco certifications in 
computer networking and intemetworking to PPU students and the community in the 
southern part of the west bank. . . . 
PPU Cisco Local Academy (PPCLA) is a part of a group of academies established in 
the universities of West Bank and Gaza and supervised by Welfare_Association to teach 
topics in computer networking and other Information technologies through certified 

instructors. • · d · d h Th R · l A d · West Bank is in Birzeit University, this aca emy traine t e 
e .egionai .ca emy m . . . . d evaluating the local academies 

local academies instructors and it is monitoring an 

performance. . standards of technical expertise. Achieving CISCO 
Cisco certification ensures high . . . the ranks of skilled network professionals 
certification--at any level--means joining . • d respect in the industry. who have earned recognition an re fications for IT professionals with several 
Cisco provides three levels of general cecrt~ ica 

1
1 0 provides focused certifications for 

d
. . d. . dual needs. 'isco a s h ifferent tracks to meet indivi • d security There are many pat s to · 5bl communications an designated areas such as ca e c . nt-passing one or more exams · jf one requireme 
Cisco certification, but on Y 
demonstrating knowledge and skill. 
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Master Program Course Des . t· crup\ions 

Foundation Segment 

Marketing Decision-Making 2 di . . ere its 
This course provides a management-orient d d' . 

k 
· · • n e 1scuss10n of th d · • the marketing mix in an organization, giver its e iecision areas surrounding ' n i s goals and th · market segments. The course relies heavily th d e constramts and demands of 

case study analyses, and provides the ,,'' "° development of analytical skills through 
d 

· tctpants with a sound · · 
concepts an techmques of marketing manage t appreciation of the core men. 

Understanding the Economic Environment 2 dit 
b
. . f h" . ere Is 

The objective oi this course is to enable participants t 5- lid : · · f · 
1 

. 0 gam a soli understanding of the 
functioning o1 national and global economies under different liti l the 5 

d
. . . po i 1ca systems m t e hght 

of livergent economic theories. The course discusses the fu d tal f · h • . n amen concepts o 
economies, t e theories of managerial economies, and the contemporary issues in 
macroeconomics. 

Creating, Structuring and Managing Organizations 2 credits 
We live in an era of unprecedented change throughout the world, from a complete upheaval 
in the former communist bloc nations, to a number of new economic and political alliances 
such as the European Union and the North American Free Trade Agreement. These 
developments have triggered many organizational challenges and opportunities. More than 
ever, managers are being challenged to create new organizations and to rethink the ways in 
which those organizations are structured. 

Manufacturing and Service Operations Management 2 credits . . 
This course provides participants with a solid understanding of how an organization can 
gain a competitive advantage in today's marketplace through greater productivity, lower 
costs, predictable deliveries and customer service and higher quality. Emphasis is put on 
the factors that must be considered in the major decision areas of quality, logistics, process, 

environmental and workforce management. 

Financial Resources Manage":1ent 2 credits . ts with an understanding of how 
The objective of this course is to provide part#P,4] market, and of the optimal 
organizations mobilize financial resources ~o_m t e "on. me course discusses in 
utilization and control of these resources within t e or~l management and the long- term 
detail the long-term investmen! deciswns, wort;.g -tpid decisions. Financial analysis with 
financing policy including capital structure an [ividen 
the computer is emphasized throughout the course. 

Financial Accounting 2 credits +ting concepts and principles fro~ a users 
T 

• · troduce accoun m . h. Starting with 
he objective of this course is to in! 5f a decision-making approach: iied 
'viewpoint. The course is presented m termsho urse explores the principles appliec to 
h 

t ment t e co 
t e balance sheet and income sta e ' 
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financial transactions of monetary assets d 
b d . an revenue cost f 1 . assets, de t an owners eqmty and the state t f ' 0 sa es and mvent-Tory fixed ' men o cash flow. ' 

Management Accounting 2 credits 
This course presents an overview of accounf fi 
decisions. Cost-volume-profit relationsh1"ps s1tng d ord managerial planning, control and . , aniar costs and · 1 · 
traditional cost accounting topics are explored from m . 1 var~ance ana ysis as 

· 1 1 · b d · anagena perspectives Furthermore 
financiai p annmg, u getmg and managerial control issues are studied. Parti · t ' . dt 3d to itili:- a. i atuerpants are also introduce o u 1 1zmg accountmg data for short t • 1 1 • . . . · -term managena analysis and 
decision-making with reference to recent developments. 

Decision-Making Tools 2 credits 
In this course, participants develop skills to enable them to recognize real world problems 
that can be cast in the form of statistical and optimization models. The course covers 
principles and techniques of management science. It emphasizes the formulation of some 
elementary statistical and optimization modules for the solution of marketing, operations 
management and other decision-making problems. 

Computer Applications and Information Technology Optional 
In this course, the skills and knowledge necessary to solve problems using a personal 
computer are developed. The course provides a basic understanding of computer concepts; 
standard PC software like spreadsheets, word processing and database packages, and 
introduces programming concepts. 

Integration Segment 

B · L 2 credits · f h 1 1 usmness aw . . . t with an understanding o t e ega 
This course has been designed to provide the pa"""",,, managers. The topics to be 
and regulatory system and how it affects the "° """_7, sr goods under ite Ucc, 
covered include contract law basics, purcl ~e aneal and personal property, bailment, 

:. lab l business regulations, r commercial papers, a or aw, . 
insurance and consumer and creditor protection. 

' 
Business Ethics 2 credits . h articipants with an understanding of the 
This course has been designed to provide t ~ p ·tuat·ions The topics covered are the 

: lied tc business sn - ±. :. 3f thi: l 
relevant principles of ethics as app ie . 0 

:. ·thical values, the identdicat10n ° etl 1ca 
nature of ethics, the basics of moral it",,as, and conflicts and how to make 

> ·: ethical Ii1er ·» 
dimensions of business decisions, 
effective business decisions. 

2 credits . f management control 
Management Control Systems .d thorough understanding O 

1 • struments in 
Th. . · d t prov I e a tat· on of contro in 

is course 1s des1gne . 0 ecifically the impl~men 1 terns as part of overall 
structures and processes in firms, sp . nd financial control sys 

:. ed accounting a organizations. Also covere are 
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control systems, with emphasis on finan . 1 . .c-. • 
11 c1a m1ormation d f 

performances as we as human behavior aspect f an eedback of organizational 
s O management control. 

E-.Commerce 2 credits 
The business world is a buzz with various e-wo d h r s as t e E-Com : : the fundamental ways of conducting b . . .merce is poised to redefine 

:. :. usiness, providing st .: developing/producing/marketing/distributing the prod :t 1 . customer service, 
And risks associated with taking a plunge in the unch ~ ~ services. The business potential 
tremendous. The managers need a broad understan:1•ne wfaters of this emerging trend are 

. d . . g o concepts technologies tools 
techniques, an strategies associated with the E-Comm t b ' bl ' . ' · · I h · • . erce O e a e to exploit the 
strategic potential. The objective of this course is to provide the participants with such an 
understan mg. 

Strategy, Strategic Design and Strategic Behavior 2 credits 
In this course, the approaches of strategy analysis formulation and implementation are 
explored. The course is designed to provide a comprehensive review and up-to-date kit of 
strategy planning tools and concepts. It allows participants to gain an understanding of the 
entire process of definition and development of business strategies, and of the 
implementation and strategic control of business plans. 

Competing in the Global Arena 2credits 
The main objective of this course is to provide an overview of the means of conducting 
international business and to emphasize the difference between international and domestic 
transactions. It examines the Differences in cultures, political, legal and economic systems 
and their impact on an international basis. 

Focus Segment 

E-Business &Information Technology Specialization 

T · B · 3 credits . ransformmg to E- +usiness . for a transformation leadership role in the 
The course seeks to prepare the participants . 1 e chain as business firms make a 

:. 4> itimn across a dynamic value- c massive concurrent transtormat1or :te -firm competition and collaboration, 
transition to the new economy. The topics COY ,rchitecture, impact on structure 
I b . tr nsformat1ons- usmess ' evels of IT-indicated usiness a . 1 tation and managing change. 
and roles-Business strategy formulation and imp emen ' 

E-Business Technology 3cre0,4, good understanding of the underlying 
E-Business is a technology-driven phenome the ~-Business strategy formulation and 
technology is a critical success factor to . . ants with the necessary inputs to shape 

id the partic1p ·-jty content 
implementation. This course prov1d&S je topics covered are connectil ,{ RP 
the E-Business technology arch1tecture.ent technologies, security technologies, an 
technology, software development, paym 
technologies. 
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Managing in E-Business Value-Netw k 
E-Business implies de-costrucioj,,3 credits 

k Th. raditional val h • . networ s. 1s course prepares the parti'c• ~ ue-c ams mto dynamic l tpants tor man • . va ue- 
environment. The topics covered are val agmg m such a complex E-Business 

d . ue-networks l t · management, an managmg in value networks. ' e ectronic markets, supply chain 

E-Business Intelligence 3 credit . . I S 
E-Business operates ma real-time information · 
needs to be assimilated to get real insighs ,,,""Pent. The abundant raw information 
course provides relevant tools and testis+,",,"""""® risks of E-Business. This 
massive information flow associated with' E-Busk,' "®®®ss intelligence from the 

• h · . . s. e op1cs covered are customer 
relationship management, competitive intelligence, business intelligence, OLAP, dynamic 
modeling and nsk analysis and knowledge management. 

Research Paper Segment 

Research Elective Paper 8 credits 
The research elective paper is meant to test the ability of the candidate to select a topic of 
his/her own choice, give it a framework and analyze it in a manner that yields meaningful 
recommendations. The research paper is a written paper or report of empirical or theoretical 
research in connection with a practical or theoretical topic in a relevant field of study in the 
MBA Program. It is an independent study, coached by a professional staff member. The 
elective is supposed to result in a written report in which the problem formulation is 
elaborated and the thesis has been worked out methodologically by means of adequate 
research. The paper may be in the form of a (practical) consultancy report or a scientific 
(publishable) paper. 
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EVALUATING PPLU 
For the Master Program in EB -+ iusIness & [T 

The Research team is working on ev I r 
aaion project which is supervised by ,,"""9 PU capabilities -for tel 

a E B · & IT · r. u ail Sultan t gram in 5-Business 'with the association of a fo A, 0 run a master a roreign university. 
Research Team: 

Mahmoud Amro, Tareq Tamimi 

lease choose the evaluating option that corresponds to h eac category. 

~ Category Evaluating Option 
go» 

1 pPU Quality of □ Poor □ Acceptable □ Good □ High 
education is: 

2 The PPU Library: □ Doesn't meet Master program standards at al\. 
□ Needs improvements to meet Master standards. 
□ Meets Master program standards. 

3 pPPU technological □ Poor □ Acceptable □ Good □ High 

background is: 

4 The Number 
□ Below the Number needed for the master Program 

lectures holding 
□ Enough for the Master Program. 

PhD in PPU is: 
pPPU lecturers □ Acceptable D Good D High 

5 experience is: D Poor 

□ Acceptable O Good D High 

6 PPU Computer D Poor 
Center (Center of 
Excellence) 
services that can 
help the Master 

i-_ Program is: D High 
[] Acceptable p Good 

7 The level of O Poor 
interaction & 
communication 
between PPU & 

la» Industrial sector is 

. ····· 
N 

. 
arne (0 t

. I) . 
ptuona\ : ·························· 69 



EVALUATING PPU 
For the Program of IT professional Diploma 

The Research team is working on evaluating PPU capabilities -for their 
graduation project which is supervised by Mr. Suhail Sultan- to run a program in 
IT professional Diploma with the association of a foreign university. 

Research Team: 
Mahmoud Amro, Tareq Tamimi 

Please choose the evaluating option that corresponds to each category. 

# Category Evaluating Option 

1 pPPU Quality of D Poor D Acceptable □ Good □ High 

education is: 

2 The PPU Library: 
□ Doesn't meet Diploma program standards at all. 
D Needs improvements to meet Diploma standards. 
[] Meets Diploma program standards. 

3 pPPU technological D Poor D Acceptable □ Good □ High 

background is: 

4 pPU Lecturers 
[] Below the Number needed for the Diploma Program 

Number is: D Enough for the Diploma Program. 

4 pPU lecturers □ Poor D Acceptable □ Good □ High 

experience is 

5 PPU Computer □ Poor □ Acceptable □ Good □ High 

Center (Center of 
Excellence) 
services that can 
help the Diploma 
Program is 

6 The level of □ Poor D Acceptable □ Good □ High 

interaction & 
communication 
between PPU & 
Industrial sector is I 

Name (Optional): •·· •·· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··: ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ····· 
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